
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C O L C H E S T E R  I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y  D E P A R T M E N T  

 Pop-ups are generally new web 

browser windows to display 

advertisements.  

 Pop-ups can display useful and 

necessary information. 

 Pop-ups can display windows with 

fake close or exit buttons that 

lead to other pop-ups that mine 

information from you! 

What to do about Pop-ups?   Be aware!   

Internet browsers, like Google Chrome 

and Internet Explorer, have default Privacy 

Settings to block most Pop-ups.  During 

the next few months of the Smarter 

Balanced Assessment Consortium testing, 

we have turned off the default Pop-Up 

blockers.  This is the program recommendation 

from SBAC to assist the Proctors during 

testing.   Because of this you may see more 

than the normal amount of Pop-Ups.  Please 

do not click on anything inside a window 

unless you positively know what it is.    Close 

or exit with the X, and if you can’t, close the 

web browser.  If you can’t do either, use the 

Task Manager to close applications, or log off, 

or just shut down the computer.  We will turn 

the pop-ups blocker back on after the SBAC 

testing window is over. 

Thank you and as always, the IT folks are here 

to help you. 
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SBAC Update 
By Pamela Lowe 

 March starts the kick-off for the SBAC 
testing.   From a technology point of view 
we have tested and completed all the 
requirements on our end.  As things come 
up, (and they have!) we will make it a 
priority to resolve issues as quickly as we 
can.  We want the technology to work well 
to help ensure your testing experience 
goes smoothly. 
 
We have been troubleshooting issues 
with the secure browser on Chromebooks 
and found an update to the software 
resolved issues with the browser. 
 
We are working to resolve wireless issues 
and will continue to monitor the network. 
 
The secure browser will not run if any 
other application is running on the 
computer.  To help make the testing 
process successful, it is strongly 
recommended that every laptop gets 
shutdown after testing. If you are starting 

a testing section and are using laptops, make 
sure the laptop has been powered down 
before the student logs in.  
 
Even when you think you have closed all 
applications some processes stay active in 
the background and these processes will 
prevent your secure browser from launching.  
By completely shutting down the laptop, all 
programs get closed.  When you run into 
problems and the secure browser will not 
launch due to active programs, you will need 
to shut down the computer, wait 10 seconds 
and power the computer back on.   
 
To save time, it is best to remind your 
students when they log into the computer to 
go immediately to the secure browser, this 
way they are not “accidently”, checking their 
email or browsing the web.   When they are 
done testing they should shutdown the laptop. 
 
Good luck with your testing. 
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The Hour of Code encourages teachers to host an hour long technology activity during the 
week of December 8-14, 2014. A time dedicated to activities to learn computer science. 
The hope is that once the students experience the activity they will keep wanting to learn. 
In the 21st century it is important for students to have opportunities to use creativity and 
problem-solving which is the base of coding! Even though the storm shortened our week, 
Mrs. Boucher’s class was still able to have an Hour of Code time in the MBS Library 
working on a mix of iPads and Chromebooks using apps, sites, and projects!  
                   

                                 
 
Learning to code fits in quite well with the fifth grade standards! Across the world the 
number of students taking part in this experience keeps growing. Last year 15 million 
students took part during the week. This year they are aiming for 100 million students to 
experience code by the end of 2014! We did our part! If you would like to know more, 
http://hourofcode.com/us 
 
I hope you can join in during 2015, Lynn Hebert, Librarian at MBS 
 

Hour of  Code 
By Lynn Hebert 

 

The district recently transitioned to a new messaging system called SchoolMessenger. The 

decision for the mid-year transition came as a result of numerous unresolved issues the 

district had with the previous company. Given the importance of the messaging system in the 

district, and the issues that arose with the prior software, the district felt it needed to move 

to a more reliable messaging option.   

As part of the implementation of the new messaging systems, you may have received 

messages from your school regarding the opt-in campaign for SMS messaging. SMS 

messaging stands for Short Message Service, and is often known as text messaging.  

Over the last couple weeks, each school sent a message to parents and staff with 

instructions to proactively opt-in to SMS messaging from SchoolMessenger, by texting the 

word Yes or the letter Y to the short code of 68453 from their mobile device.  

SMS messaging was activated with SchoolMessenger districtwide on Friday, March 13. All 

cell phone numbers in our Student Information System, PowerSchool, that had not 

proactively opted in were sent one specifically worded SMS text asking recipients to reply if 

they would like to receive further text messages from the district.  

If you would like to receive SMS messages from the district and have not yet opted in from 

your mobile device, simply text the word Yes or the letter Y to 68453. 

New District Messaging System / SMS Opt-in 
By Michelle Devino 

 

www.code.org 
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Skyping Internationally 
First grade classes do a country study in the 
spring and last year I began making contacts 
in Mexico (the country we study at UMS) to 
deepen my students' understanding of what 
we were learning. I joined ePals, which is a 
great site for connecting teachers globally, as 
well as on Twitter, though so far I have had 
most success in this regard with ePals. 
 
I connected with a teacher in Monterrey, 
Mexico, and we had our classes email back 
and forth several times with questions and 
photos, then we arranged a meeting via 
Skype. It was wonderful for the kids to get to 
"meet" the other students they had been 
learning about. It made our learning about 
another country so much more meaningful 
when our students could see and hear each 
other as well as ask questions and make 
connections/comparisons with each other. 
 
 I connected with a second teacher in Mexico 
this year so we will get to meet two classes 
there this time around! If you are interested 
in this or other international connections 
check out epals. It is great and easy to set up 
a free account. 

Skyping Internationally and Quad Blog 
By Heidi Kelly 

Quad Blog 
Last year I joined a group called Quadblog, 
which had a website and Twitter handle, and 
connected classrooms globally through 
blogs. I was paired up with three other 
classrooms (one in the USA and two in the 
UK) and we set up a schedule where we took 
turns having one class be the "spotlight class 
blog" for the week. On our week the other 
three classes would read our posts and leave 
comments for us then we would rotate. This 
was a really fun way to learn about classes in 
other places and to get more readership for 
our classroom blog. My students would get 
very excited about reading the comments 
left on our posts and it was a great way to 
teach kids about having a dialogue via blogs. 
 
This year the Quadblog organization did not 
set up the "quads" as they did last year so 
instead I reached out to some of my 
connections from last year and made some 
new ones by asking around on Twitter and I 
organized my own "quad for this year." The 
Quadblog activity still went well, we had it 
run for 4 months, and it really was an easy 
thing to fit into our class schedule. We spent 
about 15 minutes once or twice a week on it 
and it was a lot of fun! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflecting on Mirroring 360 
By Tammi Tandy 

 
Mirror360 is software that allows you to 

mirror your devices.  We have installed 

Mirror360 in core classrooms in all buildings 

except for the High School.  The software is 

installed on computers that are connected to 

a projector.   

As with any new software there are a few 
glitches that always need to be addressed. 
We are working to resolve issues, but here 
are some tips to try.   

 If the software asks you to update, go 
ahead and do the update. 

 The software license sometimes expires, 

if this happens go to the “about” tab and 

press “Activate now” 

 Sometimes Air Play does not list your 

computer, if this happens try: 

o Turning off your wifi and then 

back on.   

o Try a complete shutdown, wait 

10 seconds and turn it back on. 

o Turn off your Bluetooth 

o Close all applications running 

on the device 

 We will install this at the High School next 

week.   

Thank you for all your help and feedback as 

we explore this new software.  We hope you 

find value in it’s use. 

 


